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An analytical framework for studying the logarithmic region of turbulent channels is
formulated. We build on recent findings (Moarref et al., J. Fluid Mech., 734, 2013) that
the velocity fluctuations in the logarithmic region can be decomposed into a weighted
sum of geometrically self-similar resolvent modes. The resolvent modes and the weights
represent the linear amplification mechanisms and the scaling influence of the nonlinear
interactions in the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE), respectively (McKeon & Sharma, J.
Fluid Mech., 658, 2010). Originating from the NSE, this framework provides an analyt-
ical support for Townsend’s attached-eddy model. Our main result is that self-similarity
enables order reduction in modeling the logarithmic region by establishing a quantita-
tive link between the self-similar structures and the velocity spectra. Specifically, the
energy intensities, the Reynolds stresses, and the energy budget are expressed in terms
of the resolvent modes with speeds corresponding to the top of the logarithmic region.
The weights of the triad modes -the modes that directly interact via the quadratic non-
linearity in the NSE- are coupled via the interaction coefficients that depend solely on
the resolvent modes (McKeon et al., Phys. Fluids, 25, 2013). We use the hierarchies of
self-similar modes in the logarithmic region to extend the notion of triad modes to triad
hierarchies. It is shown that the interaction coefficients for the triad modes that belong
to a triad hierarchy follow an exponential function. The combination of these findings
can be used to better understand the dynamics and interaction of flow structures in
the logarithmic region. The compatibility of the proposed model with theoretical and
experimental results is further discussed.
1. Introduction
A better understanding of wall-bounded turbulent flows at high Reynolds numbers
is essential to modeling, controlling, and optimizing engineering systems such as air
and water vehicles. Notwithstanding developments in high-Reynolds-number experiments
and direct numerical simulations (DNS), several important aspects of the scaling and
interaction of turbulent flow structures remain unknown, see e.g. Smits et al. (2011).
Over the past 50 years, significant effort has been devoted to understanding the presence
of an inertial sublayer in wall turbulence where the characteristic length scale is the
distance from the wall. One of the main features of the inertial sublayer is the presence of
a logarithmic mean velocity that is supported by an overwhelming body of experimental
evidence, see e.g. Marusic et al. (2013), and theoretical explanations that go back to
Prandtl, Ka´rma´n, and Millikan, see e.g. Coles (1956). Using experiments at friction-
Reynolds-numbers 2× 104 ≤ Reτ ≤ 6× 105, Marusic et al. (2013) showed that the mean
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velocity and the streamwise energy intensity are logarithmic in the interval 3
√
Reτ ≤
y+ ≤ 0.15Reτ where y+ is the wall-normal coordinate normalized with viscous length-
scale. In particular, they showed that the mean velocity U normalized by the friction
velocity is given by
U(y+) = B + (1/κ) ln(y+),
where B = 4.3 and the Ka´rma´n constant κ = 0.39 optimally match the measured mean
velocity in the mean-square sense for the above wall-normal interval.
One of the most successful structural descriptions of the inertial sublayer is based
on the attached-eddy hypothesis (Townsend 1976). It emerged from the analysis of the
equilibrium layers where the rates of turbulent energy production and dissipation are
large and in balance (Townsend 1961). Townsend hypothesized that the equilibrium
layer is populated by a forest of geometrically self-similar attached eddies, i.e. eddies
whose size scale with their height and whose height is proportional to the distance of
their centers from the wall, see figure 3(d) in § 1.3.
Townsend (1976) and Perry & Chong (1982) used the attached-eddy model to system-
atically predict that the mean velocity and wall-parallel energy intensities are logarithmic
and the wall-normal energy intensity and the streamwise/wall-normal Reynolds stress are
constant in the inertial sublayer for high Reynolds numbers. In addition, the attached-
eddy model was used to predict a region where the one-dimensional streamwise spectrum
follows an inverse power-law (Perry et al. 1986; Perry & Li 1990). Perry et al. (1994)
used the attached-eddy model to propose a wall-turbulence closure model suitable for
incorporating coherent structure concepts. The attached-eddy model was extended to
the outer and inner regions of the turbulent flow by Marusic et al. (1997) and Marusic
& Kunkel (2003), respectively. The predictions of the attached-eddy model have been
validated by high-Reynolds-number experiments (Kunkel & Marusic 2006; Nickels et al.
2007; Marusic et al. 2013) over the past decade.
A model-based study of the self-similar scales was performed by Hwang & Cossu (2010)
where a turbulent viscosity was included in the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) linearized
around the turbulent mean velocity. It was shown that the optimal perturbations that
yield the largest transient growth are geometrically similar for an intermediate range
of spanwise wavenumbers that correspond to the logarithmic region. The self-sustaining
processes for these motions were studied using large-eddy simulations (Hwang & Cossu
2011).
1.1. Paper outline
We propose a framework for analytical developments in the logarithmic region of wall tur-
bulence. This framework is based on the resolvent-mode decomposition proposed by McK-
eon & Sharma (2010) where the resolvent represent the linear amplification mechanisms
in the NSE and the weights of the resolvent modes represent the role of nonlinearity,
see § 1.2 for an overview. We build on our recent effort (Moarref et al. 2013) where the
Reynolds-number scaling and geometric self-similarity of the resolvent modes were stud-
ied. As reviewed in § 1.3, the logarithmic part of the mean velocity induces self-similar
scalings on a subset of resolvent modes and yields hierarchies of self-similar velocity fluc-
tuations. Our development establishes a formal connection between the resolvent modes
and the Townsend’s attached-eddy model.
In § 2, we use the self-similar scalings of the resolvent modes to derive analytical results
for the energy spectra and co-spectra, the energy intensities and Reynolds stresses, and
the energy budget in the logarithmic region. A significant reduction in the number of
modes is achieved by formulating the above quantities in terms of the largest resolvent
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Figure 1. Pressure-driven channel flow.
modes in the hierarchies. In this formulation, the weights of smaller resolvent modes
appear as weights on the wall-normal shape of the largest modes in the corresponding
hierarchies. The implications of the self-similar scalings for the rank-1 approximation to
the resolvent-mode decomposition is discussed in § 3.
The nonlinear interaction of the self-similar resolvent modes is studied in § 4. We
identify the scaling of the interaction coefficient associated with the resolvent modes
that directly interact in the logarithmic region through the quadratic nonlinearity in
the NSE. In § 5, we outline several constraints on the weights of the resolvent modes
by requiring that the model’s predictions are compatible with experimental observations
in the logarithmic region. A summary of main results is provided in § 6. The proposed
framework is expected to furnish a better understanding of the self-sustaining mechanisms
in the logarithmic region and enable development of dynamically significant reduced-
order models therein.
1.2. Resolvent-mode decomposition
The pressure-driven flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid in a channel with geometry
shown in figure 1 is governed by the nondimensional Navier-Stokes equations (NSE)
ut + (u · ∇)u + ∇P = (1/Reτ )∆u,
∇ · u = 0, (1.1)
where u(x, y, z, t) = [u v w ]T is the velocity vector, P (x, y, z, t) is the pressure, ∇ is the
gradient, and ∆ = ∇ · ∇ is the Laplacian. The streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise
directions are denoted by x ∈ (−∞,∞), y ∈ [0, 2], and z ∈ (−∞,∞), and t denotes
time. The subscript t represents temporal derivative, e.g. ut = ∂u/∂t. The Reynolds
number Reτ = uτh/ν is defined based on the channel half-height h, kinematic viscosity
ν, and friction velocity uτ =
√
τw/ρ, where τw is the shear stress at the wall, and ρ is
the density. Unless explicitly indicated, velocity is normalized by uτ , spatial variables
by h, time by h/uτ , and pressure by ρu
2
τ . The spatial variables are denoted by
+ when
normalized by the viscous length scale ν/uτ , e.g. y
+ = Reτy.
Following McKeon & Sharma (2010), the velocity is represented by a weighted sum
of resolvent modes. A discussion of the resolvent-mode decomposition is provided in
this section. For details regarding the numerical computation of the resolvent modes in
channel flows, see Moarref et al. (2013).
The Fourier decomposition of the velocity filed in the homogeneous directions x, z,
and t yields
u(x, y, z, t) =
∫∫∫ ∞
−∞
uˆ(y, λx, λz, ω) e
i(2pix/λx +2piz/λz −ωt)dλx dλz dω, (1.2)
where λx, λz, and ω denote the streamwise and spanwise wavelengths and the temporal
frequency. The Fourier coefficients, denoted by the hat, are three-dimensional three-
component propagating waves with streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers κx = 2pi/λx
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Class range of c λx y, λz σj uˆj , fˆ2j , fˆ3j vˆj , wˆj , fˆ1j
Inner 0 ≤ c ≤ 16 Re−1τ Re−1τ Re−1τ Re1/2τ Re1/2τ
Self-similar 16 ≤ c ≤ Ucl − 6.15 y+c yc yc (y+c )2yc y−1/2c (y+c )−1y−1/2c
Outer 0 ≤ Ucl − c ≤ 6.15 Reτ 1 Re2τ 1 Re−1τ
Table 1. Scalings of the inner, outer, and self-similar classes of the resolvent modes (Moarref
et al. 2013). The range of mode speeds that distinguish these classes and the growth/decay
rates (with respect to Reτ or yc) of the wall-parallel wavelengths, height, gain, and forcing and
response modes are shown. The self-similar and outer scales are valid for the modes with aspect
ratio λx/λz ≥ γ, where a conservative value for γ is
√
3 for the self-similar class and
√
3Reτ
for the outer-scaled class. The critical wall-normal location corresponding to the mode speed is
denoted by yc, i.e. c = U(yc).
and κz = 2pi/λz and streamwise speed c = ω/κx. The velocity fluctuations around the
turbulent mean velocity U = [U(y) 0 0 ]T = uˆ(y, 0, 0, 0) satisfy
− iωuˆ + (U · ∇)uˆ + (uˆ · ∇)U + ∇pˆ − (1/Reτ )∆uˆ = fˆ , ∇ · uˆ = 0, (1.3)
where f = [ f1 f2 f3 ]
T = −(u · ∇)u is considered as a forcing term that drives the
fluctuations, p is pressure fluctuations, ∇ = [ iκx ∂y iκz ]T , and ∆ = ∂yy − κ2 where
κ2 = κ2x + κ
2
z. The input-output relationship between the nonlinear forcing and the
velocity is described by
uˆ(y,λ, c) = H(λ, c) fˆ(y,λ, c),
where H is the resolvent operator and λ = [λx λz ] is the wavelength vector. In the above
equation and the rest of this paper, the variables are parameterized with c instead of ω
since c plays an integral role in determining the scalings of the resolvent modes (Moar-
ref et al. 2013). Notice that for given κx, knowledge of either c or ω yields the other
parameter.
For any λ and c, the Schmidt (singular value) decomposition ofH in the non-homogeneous
direction y yields an orthonormal set of forcing modes φˆj = [ fˆ1j fˆ2j fˆ3j ]
T and an or-
thonormal set of response (resolvent) modes ψˆj = [ uˆj vˆj wˆj ]
T that are ordered by
the corresponding gains σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 such that Hφˆj = σjψˆj . Therefore, if the
nonlinear forcing is approximated by a weighted sum of the first N forcing modes,
fˆ(y,λ, c) =
N∑
j=1
χj(λ, c) φˆj(y,λ, c), (1.4)
the velocity is determined by a weighted sum of the first N resolvent modes,
uˆ(y,λ, c) =
N∑
j=1
χj(λ, c)σj(λ, c) ψˆj(y,λ, c). (1.5)
The weights χj represent the scaling influence of the nonlinear interaction of the resolvent
modes and can be obtained by projecting the nonlinear forcing onto the forcing modes,
χj(λ, c) =
∫ 2
0
φˆ
∗
j (y,λ, c) fˆ(y,λ, c) dy, (1.6)
where the star denotes the complex conjugate.
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Moarref et al. (2013) showed that the resolvent operator admits three classes of scalings
such that the appropriately-scaled resolvent modes are either independent of Reτ or
geometrically self-similar. These scalings primarily depend on the mode speed and the
different regions of the turbulent mean velocity. As summarized in table 1, the modes with
0 ≤ c ≤ U(y+ = 100) = 16 scale in inner units, the modes with 0 ≤ Ucl−c ≤ Ucl−U(y =
0.1) = 6.15 scale in outer units (Ucl = U(y = 1) denotes the centerline velocity), and the
modes with 16 ≤ c ≤ Ucl − 6.15 are geometrically self-similar, i.e. they scale with their
distance from the wall. Notice that an aspect-ratio constraint λx/λz ≥ γ must be satisfied
by the modes in the self-similar and outer-scaled classes, where a conservative value for
γ is
√
3 for the self-similar class and
√
3Reτ for the outer-scaled class. The scalings of
the streamwise response modes were previously given in Moarref et al. (2013). Here, we
also report the scalings of the wall-normal and spanwise response modes as well as the
forcing modes. In addition, we pay special attention to the scalings of the self-similar
class and show how they can be used to develop analytical results in the overlap region
of the mean velocity.
1.3. Hierarchies of geometrically self-similar resolvent modes
Moarref et al. (2013) showed that the resolvent operator for the modes with c in the
logarithmic region of the mean velocity and λx/λz > γ scales as
H =
 (y+c yc)H11 (y+c )2(yc)H12 (y+c )2(yc)H13(yc)H21 (y+c yc)H22 (y+c yc)H23
(yc)H31
(
y+c yc
)
H32
(
y+c yc
)
H33
 .
Here, yc is the critical wall-normal location where the mode speed equals the local mean
velocity, c = U(yc). In addition, the operators Hij are parameterized by λx/(y
+
c yc)
and λz/yc and act on functions of y/yc. This yields hierarchies of geometrically self-
similar resolvent modes that are parameterized by yc as summarized in table 1. Since the
resolvent modes peak close to the critical layer (McKeon & Sharma 2010), the hierarchies
are equivalently parameterized by the wall-normal location of their centers.
We preserve generality by considering a logarithmic mean velocity for yl ≤ y ≤ yu
where yl and yu can admit different scalings with Reτ , and we denote cl = U(yl) and
cu = U(yu). The concept of hierarchies is illustrated in figure 2, reproduced from Moarref
et al. (2013). Any point in this box represents a resolvent mode with speed cl ≤ c ≤ cu
and wall-parallel wavelengths λx and λz normalized according to the scalings in table 1.
The aspect-ratio threshold λx/λz = γ is shown by the shaded plane. Any vertical line
that lies above the threshold plane represents the locus of a hierarchy of self-similar
resolvent modes. In addition, each mode belongs to one and only one hierarchy.
As yc or c increases from yl to yu, the modes become larger. It follows from the
scalings of the wall-parallel wavelengths that the aspect ratio grows with y+c , cf. table 1,
within a hierarchy. The wavelengths and speed of the largest mode in a hierarchy are
denoted by λu and cu, and we have λx,u/λz,u ≥ γ. The wavelengths and speed of the
smallest mode in a hierarchy are denoted by λl′ and cl′ where λx,l′ = (y
+
l′ yl′/y
+
u yu)λx,u,
λz,l′ = (yl′/yu)λz,u, and cl′ = U(yl′). Here, y
+
l′ is the larger of the lower edge of the
logarithmic region y+l and the height γy
+
u (λz,u/λx,u) of the smallest mode that satisfies
the aspect-ratio constraint. Therefore, the range of scales in a hierarchy depends on the
ratio between yu and yl′ .
A hierarchy is formally defined as a subset S(λu) of all mode parameters S and is
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characterized by the wavelengths of the largest mode in that hierarchy, see also figure 2,
S(λu) =
{
(λ, c) |λx = λx,u
( y+c yc
y+u yu
)
, λz = λz,u
( yc
yu
)
, c = cu +
1
κ
ln
(y+c
y+u
)
,
y+c ≥ y+l′ = max{y+l , γy+u (λz,u/λx,u)}, yc ≤ yu
}
.
(1.7)
We note that the inner-scaled variables y+c and y
+
u can be defined in terms of different
Reynolds numbers. Specifically, we denote
y+c = Reτyc, y
+
u = Reτ,uyu, (1.8)
where Reτ,u is the reference Reynolds number for which the largest resolvent mode is
computed and Reτ is the Reynolds number for the modes that will be determined based
on similarity to the largest resolvent mode. Therefore, the hierarchies at arbitrary values
of the Reynolds number are determined from the resolvent modes computed at a reference
Reτ,u, cf. (1.7).
The vertical lines in figure 2 show three hierarchies for the case where a logarithmic
mean velocity is considered between y+l = 100 and yu = 0.1 for Reτ = 10
4. The hierarchy
h2 passes through the mode with wall-parallel wavelengths λx = 6 and λz = 0.6 and speed
c = (2/3)Ucl. This mode is representative of the very large-scale motions (VLSMs) in
turbulent flows (McKeon & Sharma 2010). The hierarchies h1 and h3 pass through the
modes with the same wavelengths as the representative VLSM mode, but their speeds
correspond to the upper and lower bounds on the logarithmic region, i.e. c = U(y+l ) = 16
in h1 and c = U(yu) = Ucl − 6.15 in h3.
The isosurfaces of streamwise velocity associated with three modes that belong to
hierarchy h2 are shown in figure 3(a). The larger modes propagate faster and lean more
towards the wall since the length of the modes grows quadratically with the height. The
cross-sections of the streamwise velocity at x = 0 and z = 0 are shown in figures 3(b)
and 3(c). As c increases, the modes become larger and their centers move away from the
wall. Therefore, the modes are attached and self-similar in the sense of Townsend, i.e.
their height is proportional to the distance of their centers from the wall and their size
scale with their height; compare figure 3(c) with 3(d), reproduced from Perry & Chong
(1982).
Notice that the streamwise scaling of the self-similar resolvent modes differs from the
streamwise scaling of the hypothesized attached eddies. In the equilibrium layer, Townsend
(1976) argued that “It is difficult to imagine how the presence of the wall could impose
a dissipation length-scale proportional to distance from it unless the main eddies of the
flow have diameters proportional to distance of their centers from the wall because their
motion is directly influenced by its presence.” As a result, he assumed that the velocity
field associated with the self-similar eddies is given by
u(x, y, z) = s1
(
(x− xa)/ya, (y − ya)/ya, (z − za)/ya
)
,
where s1 is the velocity in terms of the normalized location of the eddy center xa, ya,
and za. On the other hand, the self-similar resolvent modes have the following form
u(x, y, z, t) = s2
(
(x− c t)/(y+c yc), (y − yc)/yc, z/yc
)
,
where s2 is the velocity in terms of the parameters that position the mode centers at the
wall-parallel origin in a moving frame with streamwise speed c. The critical location yc in
the present study is equivalent to Townsend’s eddy center ya. In agreement with scaling
of Townsend’s eddies, the spanwise and wall-normal extents of the resolvent modes scale
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y
c
c
=
U
(y
c
)
λx/(y
+
c yc) λz/yc
Figure 2. Illustration of hierarchies of self-similar modes reproduced from Moarref et al.
(2013). Any point in the box represents a resolvent mode with a unique speed in the logarithmic
region of the mean velocity and unique wall-parallel wavelengths. The shaded threshold plane
corresponds to the modes with aspect ratio λx/λz = γ. Any vertical line that lies above this plane
represents the locus of a hierarchy of self-similar modes. The numbers correspond to the case
where a logarithmic mean velocity between y+l = 100 and yu = 0.1 is considered for Reτ = 10
4.
For example, hierarchies h1 to h3 include modes (open circles) with κx = 1, κz = 10, and
c = Ucl−6.15 (h1, red), (2/3)Ucl (h2, black), and 16 (h3, blue). The hierarchy h1 corresponds to
the representative VLSM mode. The centers of the smallest and largest modes in any hierarchy
take place at yl′ and yu, respectively. Notice that yl′ is constrained by the lower bound on the
logarithmic region of the mean velocity in h2 and h3 and by the aspect-ratio threshold in h1.
with yc. On the other hand, the streamwise extent of the resolvent modes scales with y
+
c yc.
Notice that this difference does not contradict Townsend’s original hypothesis because
the dissipation length-scale for the case where λx and λz are respectively proportional
to y+c yc and yc is dominated by the dissipation in the spanwise direction, and hence,
proportional to the mode height.
Townsend (1976) considered a range of eddy scales between l0 and L0 that, respectively,
correspond to yl′ and yu in the present study, cf. (1.7). Even though Townsend did not
specify the Reynolds-number scalings of the smallest and largest eddies, their dependence
on the Reynolds number is not incompatible with the attached-eddy hypothesis (Marusic
et al. 2013). For example, Perry et al. (1986) considered the case where l0 scales in
inner units and L0 scales in outer units. Our framework exhibits the same generality of
Townsend’s since it allows for different Reynolds-number scalings for yl′ and yu. We next
examine the implications of the self-similar scalings for developing analytical results in
the logarithmic region.
2. Analytical developments using the self-similar scalings
We derive analytical expressions for the energy spectra and co-spectra, the energy
intensities and Reynolds stresses, and the energy budget in the logarithmic region. The
linear and non-linear effects are distinguished by expressing each quantity in terms of
an inner product of two matrices that depend on the resolvent modes and the resolvent
weights, respectively. For example, the ‘energy spectrum’ is written in terms of the inner
product of the ‘energy density matrix’ that only depends on the resolvent modes and the
‘weight matrix’ that only depends on the resolvent weights, see definitions in (2.1)-(2.5)
later. It is important to notice the distinction between these terminologies in this paper.
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(a) (b)
y y
z
x x
(c) (d)
y
z
Figure 3. Illustration of the geometrically self-similar resolvent modes. (a) The isosurfaces
of the principal streamwise velocities for three modes with (λ, c) = (2.3, 0.38, 17.35); blue,
(7.2, 0.67, 18.70); red, and (23, 1.2, 20.05); green, that belong to the hierarchy h2 in figure 2.
The dark and light colors show ±70% of the maximum velocity. The contours in (b) and (c)
show cross-sections of (a) for x = 0 and z = 0 at ±20% and ±80% of the maximum velocity. (d)
Schematic of the geometrically self-similar hierarchies reproduced from Perry & Chong (1982).
For simplicity, we consider the case where the self-similar scalings hold for the modes
with speeds throughout the interval cl′ ≤ c ≤ cu. The edge effects as c approaches the
boundaries of this region are discussed in Appendix A.
2.1. Energy spectra and co-spectra
The pre-multiplied three-dimensional streamwise energy spectrum is defined as
Euu(y,λ, c) = (2pi/λx)
2 (2pi/λz) uˆ(y,λ, c) uˆ(y,λ, c), (2.1)
where the overline denotes the complex conjugate of a number. The additional factor of
2pi/λx facilitates computation of temporal averages by integration over c instead of ω.
For example, the pre-multiplied two-dimensional streamwise energy spectrum is obtained
from
Euu(y,λ) =
∫ Ucl
0
Euu(y,λ, c) dc. (2.2)
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Figure 4. Schematic showing that any mode in a given hierarchy (shown by the vertical line in
the left figure) is self-similar with the largest mode in that hierarchy, and thus, can be expressed
in terms of the largest mode. The largest mode is centered around yu and corresponds to speed
cu = U(yu), i.e. the top of the logarithmic region.
The contribution of the first N resolvent modes to Euu(y,λ, c) is determined by substi-
tuting uˆ from (1.5) in (2.1), see Moarref et al. (2014),
Euu(y,λ, c) = Re
{
tr
(
Auu(y,λ, c)X(λ, c)
)}
. (2.3)
Here, Re is the real part of a complex number, tr(·) is the matrix trace, Auu(y,λ, c) is
the N × N energy density matrix whose ij-th element is determined by the resolvent
modes,
Auu,ij(y,λ, c) = (2pi/λx)
2 (2pi/λz) σi(λ, c)σj(λ, c) uˆi(y,λ, c) uˆj(y,λ, c), (2.4)
and X(λ, c) is the N ×N weight matrix whose ij-th element is determined by
Xij(λ, c) = χi(λ, c)χj(λ, c). (2.5)
It follows from (2.5) that X is rank-1 and positive semi-definite. The expressions (2.1)-
(2.4) for the wall-normal and spanwise energy spectra Evv and Eww and the Reynolds
stress co-spectra Euv, Euw, and Evw are obtained similarly. As discussed earlier, we
emphasize the following use of terminologies in this paper: The ‘energy spectrum’, e.g.
Euu, is obtained by the inner product of the ‘energy density matrix’, e.g. Auu, and the
‘weight matrix’ X.
We show that the energy density matrix for all the modes in a given hierarchy at
all Reynolds numbers can be obtained from the largest mode in that hierarchy. The
self-similar scalings can be used to express the resolvent modes in a given hierarchy, i.e.
(λ, c) ∈ S(λu), in terms of the largest mode in S(λu). In other words, the mode shapes
and their amplification can be determined from the modes whose speed corresponds to
the top of the logarithmic region. This is schematically shown in figure 4. Specifically,
we have
g1(y,λ, c) =
√
yu/yc g1
(
(yu/yc)y,λu, cu
)
,
g2(y,λ, c) = (y
+
u /y
+
c )
√
yu/yc g2
(
(yu/yc)y,λu, cu
)
,
(2.6)
where g1 represents uˆj , fˆ2j , or fˆ3j and g2 represents vˆj , wˆj , or fˆ1j . The corresponding
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singular values or gains are obtained from
σj(λ, c) = (y
+
c /y
+
u )
2(yc/yu) σj(λu, cu), (2.7)
where we recall the distinction between y+c and y
+
u , cf. (1.8).
Even though the resolvent modes can be described in terms of any mode in the hier-
archy, it is advantageous to use the largest mode as in (2.6) and (2.7). To see this, notice
that the aspect ratio λx/λz decreases as c becomes smaller in the log region. If a mode
m0 with speed c0 belongs to a hierarchy, any mode with c > c0 along the hierarchy also
satisfies the aspect-ratio constraint and can be used to describe m0. On the other hand,
the modes with c < c0 along the hierarchy may violate the aspect-ratio constraint, are
excluded from the hierarchy, and cannot be used to retrieve m0. Another advantage of
representing the modes in terms of the largest mode is that many flow quantities such as
the streamwise intensity are the same at y = yu = 0.1 for all Reynolds numbers (Smits
et al. 2011). Therefore, the largest modes in the hierarchies, corresponding to yc = yu,
can be used as a fixed point in studying the scaling of turbulent flows.
For (λ, c) ∈ S(λu), substituting (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.4) yields a geometric scaling for
the energy density
Auu,ij(y,λ, c) = (Reτ/Reτ,u)
2Auu,ij
(
(yu/yc)y,λu, cu
)
. (2.8)
In other words, the energy density matrix of the largest mode (i.e. with speed cu) in a
given hierarchy at any reference Reynolds number Reτ,u is sufficient to determine the
energy density matrix of all the modes in that hierarchy at all Reτ . If the nonlinear forcing
was broadband, i.e. all the entries in X were 1, the energy density would be equivalent
to the energy spectrum. In real turbulent flows, scaling of the energy spectrum Euu also
depends on scaling of the weight matrix. This requires studying the nonlinear interaction
of the resolvent modes which is discussed in § 4.
For Avv,ij , we have
Avv,ij(y,λ, c) = (yu/yc)
2Avv,ij
(
(yu/yc)y,λu, cu
)
, (2.9)
and similarly for Aww,ij and Avw,ij . For Auv,ij , we have
Auv,ij(y,λ, c) = (yu/yc)(Reτ/Reτ,u)Auv,ij
(
(yu/yc)y,λu, cu
)
, (2.10)
and similarly for Auw,ij .
2.2. Normal energy intensities and Reynolds stresses
The contribution of any hierarchy to the energy intensities and Reynolds stresses at the
wall-normal location y can be analytically determined from the largest mode in that
hierarchy. To this end, the contribution of hierarchy S(λu) to the streamwise energy
intensity is defined as
Euu,h(y,λu) =
∫
S(λu)
Euu(y,λ, c) dS(λu), (2.11)
where the integration is performed over all the modes in the subset S(λu). Substituting
Euu from (2.3) in (2.11) yields
Euu,h(y,λu) =
∫
S(λu)
Re
{
tr
(
Auu(y,λ, c)X(λ, c)
)}
dS(λu). (2.12)
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Figure 5. The contribution of any hierarchy of self-similar modes to the streamwise energy
intensity Euu(y) can be obtained by integrating the streamwise energy density Auu of the largest
mode in that hierarchy weighted by the weight matrix Xh. The energy density matrix of the
largest mode (corresponding to yu) is schematically shown in red. The energy density matrices of
the smallest mode (corresponding to yl′) and a generic mode in the hierarchy (corresponding to
yc) are schematically shown in black. The unknown weight matrix is also schematically shown.
Since the modes in a given hierarchy are parameterized with yc, it follows from (1.7),
(2.8), (2.12), and the identity dc = (1/κ) d ln(yc) that
Euu,h(y,λu) =
1
κ
Re2τ
Re2τ,u
∫ ln yu
ln yl′
Re
{
tr
(
Auu
(yu
yc
y,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc), (2.13)
where Xh(λu, yc) denotes the weight matrix along the hierarchy S(λu) at speed c = U(yc)
Xh(λu, yc) = X
(
(y+c yc/y
+
u yu)λx,u, (yc/yu)λz,u, U(yc)
)
. (2.14)
Equation (2.13) states that the contribution of any hierarchy to the streamwise energy
intensity at the wall-normal location y and the Reynolds number Reτ can be analytically
determined from the streamwise energy density of the largest mode in that hierarchy
computed at the Reynolds number Reτ,u. This is schematically illustrated in figure 5
where the streamwise energy densities Auu of the largest mode (corresponding to yu),
the smallest mode (corresponding to yl′), and a generic mode (corresponding to yc) in
a given hierarchy are shown. The contribution of each mode to the streamwise energy
density at the wall-normal location y are marked with solid lines. Owing to the self-
similarity of the modes, these contributions are respectively equal to the contribution
of the largest mode at the wall-normal locations y, (yu/yl′)y, and (yu/yc)y. The weight
matrix is schematically shown for yl′ ≤ yc ≤ yu. The contribution of all the modes to
the energy intensity at y can be obtained by integrating the energy density of the largest
mode from y to (yu/yl′)y (the red shaded region) weighted by the weight matrix Xh.
The equations for Evv,h, Eww,h, and Evw,h are similarly obtained using (2.9), e.g.
Evv,h(y,λu) =
1
κ
∫ ln yu
ln yl′
y2u
y2c
Re
{
tr
(
Avv
(yu
yc
y,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc), (2.15)
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Figure 6. Schematic showing that the contribution of the self-similar modes to the two-dimen-
sional spectrum at a given λ can be obtained from the resolvent modes with speed cu. The thin
red line corresponds to fixed λ as c increases from cl to cu. The dashed vertical lines show the
hierarchies that correspond to the modes on the thin red line, and the thick black line corre-
sponds to the largest modes in these hierarchies. The two-dimensional spectrum is obtained by
averaging over the thin red line or, alternatively, over the thick black line.
and the equations for Euv,h and Euw,h are obtained using (2.10), e.g.
Euv,h(y,λu) =
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ ln yu
ln yl′
yu
yc
Re
{
tr
(
Auv
(yu
yc
y,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc). (2.16)
2.3. Two-dimensional energy spectra and co-spectra
We show that the largest modes in the self-similar hierarchies are sufficient to determine
the contribution of the self-similar modes to the two-dimensional energy spectrum at a
given λ. For example, the contribution of the self-similar modes to the pre-multiplied
mean streamwise energy spectrum is obtained by integrating the three-dimensional spec-
tra over c from cl′ to cu,
Euu,s(y,λ) =
∫ cu
cl′
Euu(y,λ, c) dc, (2.17)
where the subscript s denotes the self-similar contribution to Euu. From (2.3) and (2.8),
we have
Euu,s(y,λ) =
1
κ
Re2τ
Re2τ,u
∫ yu
yl′
Re
{
tr
(
Auu
(yu
yc
y,λu(yc), cu
)
X(λ, U(yc))
)}
d ln(yc),
(2.18)
where the dependence of λu on yc is emphasized. In other words, the contribution of the
self-similar modes to the two-dimensional energy spectrum at a given λ can be obtained
by integrating over a subset of the largest modes in the self-similar hierarchies. This is
schematically illustrated in figure 6 where the thin red line corresponds to fixed λ as c
increases from cl′ to cu. The dashed vertical lines show the hierarchies that correspond
to the modes on the thin red line, and the thick black line corresponds to the largest
modes in these hierarchies. Following (2.18), the two-dimensional spectrum is obtained
by integration over the thin red line or, alternatively, over the thick black line.
The equations for Evv,s, Eww,s, and Evw,s are similarly obtained using (2.9), e.g.
Evv,s(y,λ) =
1
κ
∫ yu
yl′
y2u
y2c
Re
{
tr
(
Avv
(yu
yc
y,λu(yc), cu
)
X(λ, U(yc))
)}
d ln(yc), (2.19)
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and the equations for Euv,s and Euw,s are obtained using (2.10), e.g.
Euv,s(y,λ) =
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ yu
yl′
yu
yc
Re
{
tr
(
Auv
(yu
yc
y,λu(yc), cu
)
X(λ, U(yc))
)}
d ln(yc).
(2.20)
2.4. Energy budget
The energy budget for the modes in the self-similar hierarchies can be determined from
the energy budget of the largest mode in that hierarchy. The energy budget is obtained
from the wall-normal integral of the inner product of uˆ with both sides of equation (1.3),
see Appendix B
EP (λ, c) − ED(λ, c) = ET (λ, c). (2.21)
Here, EP and ED are the pre-multiplied energy production and dissipation at the mode
with λ and c, and ET is the pre-multiplied transported energy from all the modes to the
mode with λ and c
EP (λ, c) = −(2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| )
∫ 2
0
Re
{
U ′(y) uˆ(y,λ, c) vˆ(y,λ, c)
}
dy,
ED(λ, c) =
1
Reτ
(
2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| )
∫ 2
0
(
uˆ′(y,λ, c)∗ uˆ′(y,λ, c) + κ2 uˆ(y,λ, c)∗ uˆ(y,λ, c)
)
dy,
ET (λ, c) = −(2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| )
∫ 2
0
Re
{
uˆ(y,λ, c)∗ fˆ(y,λ, c)
}
dy.
(2.22)
The contribution of the first N resolvent modes to EP , ED, and ET is determined by
substituting fˆ and uˆ from (1.4) and (1.5) in (2.22),
EP (λ, c) = Re
{
tr
(
AP (λ, c)X(λ, c)
)}
,
ED(λ, c) = tr
(
AD(λ, c)X(λ, c)
)
,
ET (λ, c) = Re
{
tr
(
AT (λ, c)X(λ, c)
)}
.
(2.23)
Here, X is the weight matrix defined in (2.5) and AP , AD, and AT are the N×N energy-
production, energy-dissipation, and energy-transport matrices whose ij-th elements are
determined by the resolvent modes,
AP,ij(λ, c) = −(2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| ) σi(λ, c)σj(λ, c)
∫ 2
0
U ′(y) uˆi(y,λ, c) vˆj(y,λ, c) dy,
AD,ij(λ, c) =
1
Reτ
(
2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| ) σi(λ, c)σj(λ, c)×∫ 2
0
(
ψˆ
′
i(y,λ, c)
∗ψˆ
′
j(y,λ, c) + κ
2ψˆi(y,λ, c)
∗ψˆj(y,λ, c)
)
dy,
AT,ij(λ, c) = −(2pi
λx
)2 (
2pi
|λz| ) σi(λ, c)
∫ 2
0
ψˆi(y,λ, c)
∗ φˆj(y,λ, c) dy.
(2.24)
Notice that the energy dissipation ED is always positive since it is given by the trace of
the product of two positive semi-definite matrices AD and X.
Following the scalings in (2.6) and (2.7), AP , AD, and AT for any mode in a hierarchy
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S(λu) can be obtained from the largest mode in that hierarchy
AP (λ, c) = (Reτ/Reτ,u) (yu/yc)AP (λu, cu),
AD(λ, c) = (Reτ/Reτ,u) (yu/yc)AD(λu, cu),
AT (λ, c) = (y
+
u /y
+
c ) (yu/yc)
2AT (λu, cu),
(2.25)
where we recall the distinction between y+c and y
+
u , cf. (1.8). Notice that the entries in the
production and dissipation matrices scale similarly, increase with Reτ , and decrease with
yc. In addition, the entries in the transport matrix decrease with y
+
c y
2
c . Therefore, as the
modes become larger in a hierarchy, the energy production, dissipation, and transport
are reduced. However, more energy is produced and dissipated by the mode than the
energy that is transported to or from the other modes. The ratio of the entries in the
production matrix and the entries in the transport matrix grows with (y+c )
2.
The contribution of hierarchy S(λu) to the energy production, dissipation, and trans-
port is obtained from
EP,h(λu) =
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ yu
yl′
yu
yc
Re
{
tr
(
AP (λu, cu)Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc),
ED,h(λu) =
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ yu
yl′
yu
yc
tr
(
AD(λu, cu)Xh(λu, yc)
)
d ln(yc),
ET,h(λu) =
1
κ
∫ yu
yl′
y+u y
2
u
y+c y2c
Re
{
tr
(
AT (λu, cu)Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc).
(2.26)
3. Implications for the rank-1 model
Moarref et al. (2013) showed that the resolvent operator for the modes that corre-
spond to the most energetic wavelengths can be approximated using the principal re-
solvent modes. It was also shown that the resolvent modes come in pairs owing to the
channel symmetry relative to the center plane. When σ1 and σ2 are approximately equal,
the corresponding singular functions are approximately symmetric and anti-symmetric
counterparts of each other.
The contours in figure 7 correspond to 50% of the maximum pre-multiplied energy
spectra from DNS (Hoyas & Jime´nez 2006) at Reτ = 2003 and y = 0.075 in the overlap
region. The color contours show the energy amplification by the principal forcing mode
relative to the total energy amplification, i.e. (σ21 + σ
2
2)/
∑
j σ
2
j , for c = U(yc = 0.075)
at the same Reτ . Notice that the wavelengths that correspond to more than 50% of the
maximum Euu and Euv coincide with the wavelengths for which the principal resolvent
pair captures more than 80% of the energy amplification. For the Evv and Eww spectra,
the latter number is 60%. In addition, the most energetic wavelengths in the Euu and Euv
spectra satisfy the necessary aspect-ratio constraint for self-similarity, see the straight
lines in figure 7 corresponding to λx =
√
3λz. This motivates studying the implication of
the self-similar scalings on the rank-1 model where χj(λ, c) = 0 for j 6= 1.
For the rank-1 model, we have
uˆ(y,λ, c) = χ1(λ, c)σ1(λ, c) ψˆ1(y,λ, c),
and the equation for the pre-multiplied streamwise energy spectrum simplifies to, cf. (2.3),
Euu(y,λ, c) = |χ1(λ, c)|2Auu(y,λ, c). (3.1)
Here, the energy density Auu(y,λ, c) is a scalar number. Notice that the energy density
equals the energy spectrum if a broadband forcing is considered, i.e. χ1(λ, c) = 1. Even
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Figure 7. The black contours show the pre-multiplied (a) Euu (thick), −Euv (thin), (b) Evv
(thick), Eww (thin) at a wall-normal location y = 0.075 in the overlap region for Reτ = 2003 from
DNS (Hoyas & Jime´nez 2006). The contour levels correspond to 50% of the maximum value in
each spectrum. The color contours show the energy amplification by the principal forcing modes
relative to the total energy amplification by all the forcing modes, i.e. (σ21 + σ
2
2)/
∑
j σ
2
j , for
c = U(yc = 0.075) and Reτ = 2003. The straight lines correspond to λx =
√
3λz.
though the nonlinear forcing in a real turbulent flow is non-broadband, it is instructive
to compare the flow under the broadband forcing assumption with the real flow.
The color contours in figure 8 show the contribution of the principal resolvent modes
with c = U(yc = 0.075) to the pre-multiplied energy densities at y = 0.075 for Reτ =
2003. The black contours show the pre-multiplied spectra at y = 0.075 for the same
Reτ from DNS (Hoyas & Jime´nez 2006). The contour levels correspond to 10% to 90%
of the maximum value with increments of 20% and the straight lines correspond to
λx =
√
3λz. The approximate agreement between the energy densities and the DNS-
based spectra highlights the effectiveness of the rank-1 representation of the flow. In
addition, figures 8(a) and 8(d) show that the resolvent modes that violate the aspect-
ratio constraint λx/λz >
√
3 have a negligible footprint on the streamwise and the
streamwise/wall-normal energy densities. We also note that the modes with the largest
contribution to Euu and Euv have a larger aspect-ratio than
√
3. This observation further
justifies the relevance of self-similar modes for representation of the Euu and Euv spectra.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the normalized energy densities for the largest modes in
the self-similar hierarchies and Reτ,u = 10
4 as a function of the scaled distance from
the wall. To eliminate the effect of the non-logarithmic parts of the mean velocity on
the energy density of the largest modes, we have considered a logarithmic mean velocity
throughout the channel. The energy densities are localized around λx ≈ O(1), λz ≈
O(0.1), and y = yu = 0.1. The λx-axis is scaled with outer units and the λz- and y-axes
are scaled with the geometric mean of the inner and outer bounds of the logarithmic
region. They correspond to the observed scalings of the VLSM peak in the turbulent
energy spectrum (Mathis et al. 2009).
It follows from (2.8) that the energy densities of the self-similar modes with speeds
cl′ ≤ c ≤ cu can be analytically obtained by shifting the energy densities in figures 9(a)
and 9(b) by yc/yu in the wall-normal and spanwise directions and by y
+
c yc/y
+
u yu in
the streamwise direction. Notice that this eliminates the need for direct computation
of the resolvent modes with speeds cl′ ≤ c ≤ cu even for flows with different Reynolds
numbers. The thin red contours in figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the analytically computed
and normalized energy densities Auu(y, λx) and Auu(y, λz) for the modes with cl′ ≤
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Figure 8. The black contours show the pre-multiplied (a) Euu, (b) Evv, (c) Eww, (d) −Euv
at a wall-normal location y = 0.075 in the overlap region for Reτ = 2003 from DNS (Hoyas
& Jime´nez 2006). The contour levels correspond to 10% to 90% of the maximum value with
increments of 20%. The color contours show the footprint at y = 0.075 of the contribution of the
principal resolvent modes with c = U(yc = 0.075) to the pre-multiplied spectra for Reτ = 2003,
(a) κxκz(σ1|uˆ1|)2, (b) κxκz(σ1|vˆ1|)2, (c) κxκz(σ1|wˆ1|)2, (d) −κxκzσ21Re(uˆ1vˆ1). The straight
lines correspond to λx =
√
3λz.
c ≤ cu and Reτ = 104. These results are in close agreement with the energy densities
computed using the resolvent modes with cl ≤ c ≤ cu at the same Reτ (thick black
contours). Therefore, the modes that violate the aspect-ratio constraint have negligible
contributions to the energy density relative to the modes that satisfy the constraint. This
is in agreement with figure 8(a).
To show the favorable scaling of the present computational method with the Reynolds
number, figures 9(e) and 9(f) compare the analytically computed energy densities with
the energy densities obtained using the resolvent modes forReτ = 3333, 10
4, and 3×104 in
the direction of the arrows. Notice that the analytical results for these Reynolds numbers
are obtained using the largest self-similar modes for Reτ,u = 10
4. The close agreement
between these contours illustrates that the largest modes in the self-similar hierarchies
can be used to analytically compute the energy density of the modes in the logarithmic
region at any Reτ . The small discrepancies between the analytical and numerical energy
densities for Reτ = 3333 and 3× 104 are due to edge effects discussed in Appendix A.
Since the logarithmic region expands in physical space as Reτ increases, the energy
density of the self-similar modes covers a larger range of wavelengths. In addition, notice
that the peak of the rank-1 streamwise energy density takes place close to the location
of the VLSM peak for all Reτ . We highlight that the analytical computations are sig-
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Figure 9. Illustration showing that the largest modes in the self-similar hierarchies can be used
to analytically compute the energy density of the modes in the logarithmic region at any Reτ . (a,
b) The normalized energy densities Re−2τ Auu(y, λx,u, cu), (a), and Re
−2
τ Auu(y, λz,u, cu), (b) for
the rank-1 model and Reτ,u = 10
4. (c-f) The thin red contours are the analytically-computed
normalized energy densities using the largest self-similar modes for Reτ,u = 10
4. The thick
black contours are computed using the resolvent modes with cl ≤ c ≤ cu for Reτ = 104 in (c,d)
and Reτ = 3333, 10
4, and 3 × 104 in the direction of the arrows in (e,f). The contour levels
are {0.05, 0.1, 0.15} in (c), {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} in (d), 0.1 in (e), and 0.2 in (f). The thick black
contours are computed using the resolvent modes with cl ≤ c ≤ cu for Reτ = 104 in (c,d) and
Reτ = 3333, 10
4, and 3 × 104 in the direction of the arrows in (e,f). The contour levels are
{0.05, 0.1, 0.15} in (c), {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} in (d), 0.1 in (e), and 0.2 in (f)
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nificantly cheaper since they do not require the resolvent modes for all λ and c in the
logarithmic region. For Reτ = 3× 104, the computational cost is reduced by four orders
of magnitude, one minute vs. 1000 hours, on a 2.4 GHz laptop. This enhances the saving
that is achieved by a low-order representation of the flow relative to the numerical res-
olution used in DNS, see Moarref et al. (2014). Further cost reduction can be expected
for larger Reτ since the range of admissible speeds for the self-similar modes becomes
larger.
Following (2.11) and (3.1), the contribution of a given hierarchy of modes S(λu) to the
streamwise energy intensity and the Reynolds stress for the rank-1 model is determined
by integrating the contribution of all the modes in the hierarchy
Euu,h(y,λu) =
∫
S(λu)
|χ1(λ, c)|2Auu(y,λ, c) dS(λu),
Euv,h(y,λu) =
∫
S(λu)
|χ1(λ, c)|2 Re
(
Auv(y,λ, c)
)
dS(λu).
(3.2)
The solid curves in figure 10 show the energy densities Auu(y,λ, c) and Re
(
Auv(y,λ, c)
)
for the rank-1 model and the modes in the hierarchy that passes through the represen-
tative VLSM mode with λx = 6, λz = 0.6, and c = (2/3)Uc at Reτ = 10
4. The arrows
show the direction of increasing c in the hierarchy. The contribution of each mode to the
streamwise energy intensity and the Reynolds stress is localized around the critical layer
yc and decays to zero away from it. This agrees with the notion of active and inactive
motions introduced by Townsend (1976). In addition, we see that the streamwise energy
density of the modes remains constant while the Reynolds stress density decreases with
yc as the modes become larger, see also (2.13) and (2.16).
Several theoretical arguments (Townsend 1976; Perry & Chong 1982) and experimental
studies (Nickels et al. 2007; Marusic et al. 2013) have shown that Euu(y) is a logarith-
mically decaying function of y and Euv(y) is approximately constant in the logarithmic
region. Following (3.2), the contribution of a given hierarchy to the streamwise energy
intensity and the Reynolds stress is obtained by a |χ1|2-weighted integral of the energy
densities. The dotted curves in figure 10 show that integrating the energy densities with
unit weights (i.e. broadband forcing) yields an approximately constant Euu(y) and a
decaying Euv(y) in the logarithmic region. In order to obtain a constant Euv, per exper-
imental observations, the weights should increase with c in the hierarchy. However, this
yields an increasing function Euu. Therefore, the rank-1 model cannot simultaneously
capture the experimentally observed Euu(y) and Euv(y) in the logarithmic region even
if a non-broadband forcing is used.
The above discussion highlights the importance of higher-order resolvent modes for
representing the turbulent spectra. Moarref et al. (2014) used convex optimization to
show that a 12th-order resolvent model per wall-parallel wavenumber pair and mode
speed can be used to approximate the turbulent spectra obtained from DNS at Reτ =
2003. The spectra were captured with 22% and 62% deviation error, respectively, for the
inner-scaled peak (λ+x = 700, λ
+
z = 100) and the outer-scaled peak (κx = 0.6, κz = 6)
of the streamwise spectrum. It was also shown that including higher-order modes yields
diminishing improvements.
The developments of § 2 can be used to study a resolvent model with arbitrary order.
The compatibility of higher-order models with experimental observations is discussed
in § 5. One of the main challenges that remains to be addressed concerns the weight matrix
that, as discussed in § 1.2, represents the scaling influence of the nonlinear interaction
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Figure 10. The solid curves show the energy densities Auu(y,λ, c), (a), and Re
(
Auv(y,λ, c)
)
,
(b), for the rank-1 model and the modes in the hierarchy that passes through the representative
VLSM mode with λx = 6, λz = 0.6, and c = (2/3)Uc at Reτ = 10
4. The arrows show the
direction of increasing c in the hierarchy. The dotted curves show the sum of the energy densities.
of the resolvent modes. A foundation for studying the scaling of the weight matrix is
provided in § 4.
4. On scaling of the weight matrix
The nonlinear interactions in wall turbulence redistribute the turbulent kinetic energy
across different scales and different wall-normal locations. The modes that directly in-
teract through the quadratic nonlinearity in the NSE are triadically consistent meaning
that their streamwise wavenumbers, their spanwise wavenumbers, and their temporal
frequencies sum to zero. For homogeneous isotropic turbulence, a tractable method for
manipulating the triadic interactions was proposed by Cheung & Zaki (2014). This was
done by formulating the nonlinear terms in a canonical form and representing the non-
linear operators in terms of the energy density instead of a convolution operator in the
Fourier space. For wall-bounded turbulent flows, McKeon et al. (2013) showed that the
resolvent formulation allows for direct study of the triadic interactions. In this section,
we study the scaling of the weight matrix using the nonlinear interaction of the resolvent
modes.
It follows from (1.6) that the weight χj(λ, c) is obtained by projecting the forcing
fˆ(y,λ, c) onto the forcing mode φˆj(y,λ, c). Since f = −u ·∇u = −∇· (uuT ), the Fourier-
transformed forcing is given by the gradient of the convolution of the triadically-consistent
modes,
fˆ(y,λ, c) = −∇ ·
∫∫
(
2pi
λ′x
)2
2pi
|λ′z|
uˆ(y,λ′, c′) uˆ∗(y,λ′′, c′′) d lnλ′ dc′, (4.1)
where
λ′′x =
λxλ
′
x
λ′x + λx
, λ′′z =
λzλ
′
z
λ′z + λz
, c′′ =
cλ′x + c
′λx
λ′x + λx
, (4.2)
are defined for notational simplicity, and the symmetry relationships fˆ(y,−λ, c) = fˆ(y,λ, c)
and uˆ(y,−λ, c) = uˆ(y,λ, c) are used. The mode speeds are confined to the interval
0 < c < Ucl.
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4.1. The interaction coefficient
Following McKeon et al. (2013), an explicit equation for the weights can be obtained by
substituting (4.1) in (1.6) and using the symmetry relationship χi(−λ, c) = χi(λ, c),
χl(λ, c) =
N∑
i,j=1
∫∫
Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′)χi(λ′, c′)χj(λ′′, c′′) d lnλ′ dc′. (4.3)
Here, Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) denotes the interaction coefficient between the resolvent modes and
does not depend on the resolvent weights, see Appendix C for details.
The interaction coefficient identifies the resolvent modes that have the largest inter-
action with each other. In addition, causality arguments can be made based on the in-
teraction coefficient since Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) represents the coupling of the resolvent mode
ψˆi(λ
′, c′) with ψˆj(−λ′′, c′′) to nonlinearly force the resolvent mode ψˆl(−λ, c). We high-
light that Nlij quantifies the interaction coefficient per unit weights χi and χj . In ad-
dition, notice that the expression for Nlij is not symmetric with respect to swapping i
and j. Therefore, the coupling of ψˆi(λ
′, c′) with ψˆj(−λ′′, c′′) to force ψˆl(−λ, c) is not
necessarily equal to the coupling of ψˆj(−λ′′, c′′) with ψˆi(λ′, c′) to force ψˆl(−λ, c), i.e.
Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) 6= Nlji(λ, c,−λ′′, c′′). The total coupling of ψˆi(λ′, c′) and ψˆj(−λ′′, c′′)
to force ψˆl(−λ, c) is defined as
N tlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) = Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) + Nlji(λ, c,−λ′′, c′′).
Figure 11 shows the interaction coefficient Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) for all the modes that force
a representative VLSM mode, i.e. λx = 5.7, λz = 0.6, and c = 18.4 (black square) for
Reτ = 10
4. The size of the circles is proportional to the absolute value of N for the
principal resolvent modes (l = i = j = 1). The largest and smallest circles correspond
to |N111| = 8.1 × 106 and 8.1 × 104, respectively. The colors indicate c′, i.e. blue for
c′ < c, green for c′ ≈ c, and red for c′ > c. The different rows in figure 11 correspond
to different signs of λ′x and λ
′
z, e.g. λ
′
x, λ
′
z > 0 in figures 11(a) and 11(b). It is evident
from the figures on the left that the largest interaction takes place for the modes with
similar speeds, i.e. c′ ≈ c. This highlights the role of critical layers and is intuitive since
the modes with similar wall-normal localization are expected to interact more with each
other. In addition, the modes that do not overlap in the physical space cannot interact.
Figure 11 also shows that the interaction is strongest where |λ′|/|λ| ≈ 10−2 − 10−3. For
this range of λ′, it follows from (4.2) that λ′′ ≈ λ′ and c′′ ≈ c′. Therefore, we see that two
relatively short modes contribute the most to the long mode. The strongest interaction
takes place for positive λ′x and negative λ
′
z, cf. figure 11(h), and the weakest interaction
takes place for the case where both λ′x and λ
′
z are negative, cf. figure 11(f).
4.2. Scaling of the interaction coefficient for the self-similar modes
The self-similar hierarchies exhibit an important property that facilitates studying the
scaling of the weight matrix in the self-similar region. For any three modes that nonlin-
early interact with each other, three new modes with higher/lower speeds on the same
hierarchies will also nonlinearly interact. In other words, by starting from any set of
triadically-consistent modes and moving an equal distance along the corresponding hi-
erarchies, we arrive at a new set of triadically-consistent modes. This is illustrated in
figure 12 and further explained in table 2 where the parameters for three triadically-
consistent modes m1, m2, and m3 are outlined. The modes n1, n2 and n3 are respec-
tively obtained by moving along the hierarchies that include the modes m1, m2, and
m3. This is done by increasing the mode speed by δ = (1/κ) ln(α
+) which moves the
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Figure 11. The size of the circles is proportional to the absolute value of the interaction
coefficient |N111(λ, c,λ′, c′)| for λx = 5.7, λz = 0.6, and c = 18.4 (black square) for Reτ = 104.
The largest and smallest circles correspond to |N111| = 8.1 × 106 and 8.1 × 104, respectively.
The colors indicate c′: blue for c′ < c, green for c′ ≈ c, and red for c′ > c. (a, b), λ′x > 0, λ′z > 0;
(c, d), λ′x < 0, λ
′
z > 0; (e, f), λ
′
x < 0, λ
′
z < 0; (g, h), λ
′
x > 0, λ
′
z < 0.
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mode λx λz ω c
m1 λx λz
2pic
λx
c
m2 λ
′
x λ
′
z
2pic′
λ′x
c′
m3 − λxλ
′
x
λx + λ′x
− λzλ
′
z
λz + λ′z
−2pi(c
′λx + cλ′x)
λxλ′x
c′λx + cλ′x
λx + λ′x
n1 α
+αλx αλz
2pi(c+ δ)
α+αλx
c+ δ
n2 α
+αλ′x αλ
′
z
2pi(c′ + δ)
α+αλ′x
c′ + δ
n3 −α
+αλxλ
′
x
λx + λ′x
− αλzλ
′
z
λz + λ′z
−2pi((c
′ + δ)λx + (c+ δ)λ′x)
α+αλxλ′x
c′λx + cλ′x
λx + λ′x
+ δ
Table 2. A set of triadically-consistent modes m1, m2, and m3 and the set of modes n1, n2, and
n3 that are obtained by respectively moving along the hierarchies that include m1, m2, and m3
such that the mode speeds increase with δ. Relative to any of the modes m1, m2, and m3, the
centers of modes n1, n2, and n3 move away from the wall by α in outer units and α
+ in inner
units where δ = (1/κ) ln(α+). Notice that n1, n2, and n3 are triadically consistent themselves.
See also figure 12.
(a) (b)
Figure 12. Schematic showing triadically consistent self-similar hierarchies. The set of modes
m1, m2, and m3 are triadically consistent. The set of modes n1, n2, and n3 are obtained by
increasing the speeds of modes m1, m2, and m3 along the corresponding hierarchies (vertical
lines). As shown in table 2, the set of modes n1, n2, and n3 are also triadically consistent. (a)
Normalized wavelengths and (b) non-normalized wavelengths.
mode centers away from the wall by α in outer units and α+ in inner units and increases
the mode wavelengths accordingly, cf. figure 12(b). Notice that the modes n1, n2 and
n3 are triadically consistent and thus directly interact with each other. Therefore, the
notion of triadically-interacting modes is extended to triadically-interacting hierarchies.
This will be used to identify the scaling of the interaction coefficients associated with the
self-similar modes.
We consider the case where the weights of the modes with speeds in the logarithmic
region are primarily determined by the modes in the logarithmic region, i.e. all the
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interacting modes are self-similar. This is justified by the local interaction of the modes
with each other as discussed in § 4.1. The scalings of the resolvent modes, cf. (2.6)
and (2.7), can be used to express (4.3) in terms of the largest modes in the underlying
hierarchies, see Appendix D for details,
χl(λ, c) = e
2.5κ(cu−c)
N∑
i,j=1
∫∫
Mlij(λu,λ′u, c′ − c)χi(λ′, c′)χj(λ′′, c′′) d lnλ′u dc′.
(4.4)
Here,Mlij(λu,λ′u, c′− c) is the “self-similar interaction coefficient” in the sense that for
any modes (λ, c) ∈ S(λu) and (λ′, c′) ∈ S(λ′u), we have
Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) = e2.5κ(cu−c)Mlij(λu,λ′u, c′ − c). (4.5)
Notice thatM only depends on the largest modes in the hierarchies that pass through the
coupled modes. Therefore, the interaction coefficient for any set of triadically-consistent
modes can be obtained from the interaction coefficient for the largest modes in the
corresponding hierarchies. In other words, every interaction in the logarithmic region can
be determined by the modes with speed cu = U(yu). In addition, it follows from (4.5) that
within a set of triadically consistent hierarchies, the interaction coefficient is determined
by the speed of the forced mode c and the difference between c and the speed of one of
the forcing modes c′.
Figure 13 shows the interaction coefficient for five forced modes in the hierarchy h1
and all the forcing modes in the hierarchies h2 and h3 marked by the shaded lines in
figures 13(e) and 13(f). The hierarchy h1 is selected to pass through the representative
VLSM mode with λx = 5.7, λz = 0.6, and c = 18.4 marked by the square in figures 13(e)
and 13(f). Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show |N111(λ, c,λ′, c′)| and |M111(λ,λ′, c′ − c)| for
the forcing hierarchy h2 with λ
′
x,u = 0.35, λ
′
z,u = −0.11. This hierarchy passes through
the forcing modes that exhibit the largest interaction coefficient with the representative
VLSM mode. As evident from figure 13(a), |N111| peaks for c′ ≈ c and decreases as c
becomes larger. Figure 13(b) shows that the interaction coefficients are approximately
self-similar for 2 < c′ − c < 3, notice the approximate collapse of |M111| in this region.
This is because the aspect-ratio constraint for self-similarity of the modes in h2 is satisfied
only for large enough values of c′, see figure 13(e).
For comparison, we also consider the forcing hierarchy h3 with λ
′
x,u = 1.11, λ
′
z,u =
−0.035 where the aspect-ratio constraint is satisfied for a larger interval of c′ in the
logarithmic region, cf. figure 13(e). Figure 13(c) shows that |N111(λ, c,λ′, c′)| for h3
locally peaks around c′ ≈ c while a second peak emerges for c′ ≈ 14 as c increases.
Figure 13(d) shows that the interaction coefficient is self-similar for −1 < c′ − c < 3 and
c in the logarithmic region. Notice that the self-similarity extends to |c′ − c| < 3 when
only larger values of c in the logarithmic region are considered. Even though figure 13
demonstrates that the self-similar interaction coefficients do not necessarily correspond
to the largest ones, we emphasize that the forcing is obtained by the product of the
interaction coefficient and the weights corresponding to the forcing modes. Studying the
combined effect of the interaction coefficient and the weights is the subject of ongoing
research.
The identified self-similar triads provide an objective selection process for examining
the ‘turbulence kernel’ (Sharma & McKeon 2013) and a quantitative link between its
structural discussion and the prediction of the spectra. Specifically, the self-similar scal-
ings provide a systematic way to describe how triadically-consistent mode packets scale
geometrically in the log region and with Reτ . This is evident in figure 14 where the iso-
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Figure 13. The absolute value of (a,c) the interaction coefficient |N111(λ, c,λ′, c′)| and (b,d)
the self-similar interaction coefficient |M111(λ,λ′, c′ − c)| for Reτ = 104. Five forced modes
(λ, c) that belong to the hierarchy h1, see (e,f), are considered. This hierarchy passes through
the representative VLSM mode with λx = 5.7, λz = 0.6, and c = 18.4 marked by the square in
(e,f). The mode speeds in the direction of the arrows are c = 16, 17.2, 18.4, 19.6, and 20.8, see
the circles on the hierarchy h1 in (e,f). The forcing modes (λ
′, c′) belong to (a,b) the hierarchy
h2 with λ
′
x,u = 0.35, λ
′
z,u = −0.11 and (c,d) the hierarchy h3 with λ′x,u = 1.11, λ′z,u = −0.035.
(e,f) The forced hierarchy h1 and the forcing hierarchies h2 and h3 are shown. The size of the
colored circles is proportional to |N111| for all the modes that force the VLSM mode marked by
the square on h1, see also figures 11(h) and 11(g).
surfuces corresponding to 50% of the maximum swirling strength λci (Chakraborty et al.
2005) are shown for two sets of triadically-consistent modes that belong to the same
triadically-consistent hierarchies for Reτ = 10
4, see table 3 for the mode parameters.
Each triad includes two short modes and one long mode in the streamwise direction. The
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±κx ±κz c = ω/κx = U(yc) yc χ1σ1
m1 6 6 17 0.016 (0.05)e
−2.6i
m2 1 6 17 0.016 1
m3 7 12 17 0.016 (0.045)e
−2.1i
n1 6/3
2 6/3 17 + (1/κ) ln 3 0.048 (0.05)e−2.6i
n2 1/3
2 6/3 17 + (1/κ) ln 3 0.048 1
n3 7/3
2 12/3 17 + (1/κ) ln 3 0.048 (0.045)e−2.1i
Table 3. The parameters for two sets of triadically-consistent modes {m1,m2,m3} and
{n1, n2, n3} that belong to the same triadically-consistent hierarchies for Reτ = 104. Notice
that the streamwise and spanwise lengths of the modes ni are 3
2 and 3 times larger than the
modes mi and the speed of the modes ni is larger than the speed of the modes mi by (1/κ) ln 3.
See also figure 14.
(a) (b)
Figure 14. The isosurfuces represent 50% of the maximum swirling strength λci for two sets
of triadically-consistent modes that belong to the same triadically-consistent hierarchies for
Reτ = 10
4, cf. table 3. The smaller/lower and larger/upper swirl structures respectively corre-
spond to the triad modes mi and ni in table 3. The colors show the spanwise vorticity normalized
by its maximum value where red (blue) denotes rotation in (opposite) the sense of the mean
velocity. (a) Three-dimensional view and (b) cross-stream view.
amplitude χ1σ1 of the modes is selected arbitrarily for the purpose of this illustration. No-
tice that the streamwise and spanwise lengths of the larger triad are 32 and 3 times larger
than the smaller triad and the speed of the larger triad is larger by (1/κ) ln 3. Sharma
& McKeon (2013) discussed how the modes within each turbulence kernel (triad) may
self-excite through nonlinear interactions. Here, we complement their discussion by iden-
tifying how the nonlinear interaction coefficient scales for the triad modes in the log
region.
5. Compatibility with experimental observations
It was shown in § 2 that the energy intensities, the Reynolds stresses, and the energy
budget can be expressed in terms of the resolvent modes with speed cu at the top of the
logarithmic region. In this formulation, the resolvent weights for the modes with c < cu
appear as weights on the contributions from the resolvent modes with speed cu. Ulti-
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mately, we require that the weighted resolvent modes capture the high-Reynolds-number
experimental observations in the logarithmic region. This imposes several constraints on
the weight matrices and can be used to provide further intuition about their scaling and
the role of nonlinearity in the NSE. In this section, we outline two examples for such
constraints.
A constant Reynolds stress in the logarithmic region requires, cf. (2.16),
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ ln yu
ln yl′
yu
yc
Re
{
tr
(
Auv
(yu
yc
y,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, yc)
)}
d ln(yc) = b1, (5.1)
where b1 is a constant. Since Auv
(
(y/yc)yu,λu, cu
)
is localized around η = y/yc = 1, we
consider the case where Auv
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
is negligible for 1/d < η < d and some d > 1.
Under this assumption, (5.1) is rewritten as
1
κ
Reτ
Reτ,u
∫ ln d
− ln d
ηyu
y
Re
{
tr
(
Auv
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, y/η)
)}
d ln η = b1. (5.2)
A sufficient condition for the left-hand-side of (5.2) to be constant for all y is that the real
part of the inner product of Auv
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
and Xh(λu, y/η) is proportional to y for
any fixed η. Since Auv
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
is independent of y for fixed η, the above constraint
is solely imposed on the weight matrices Xh(λu, y/η) along the hierarchy S(λu).
Similarly, a logarithmically decreasing streamwise intensity requires, cf. (2.13),
1
κ
Re2τ
Re2τ,u
∫ ln d
− ln d
Re
{
tr
(
Auu
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
Xh(λu, y/η)
)}
d ln η = b2 − b3 ln y, (5.3)
where b2 and b3 > 0 are constants. A sufficient condition for (5.3) is that the real part
of the inner product of Auu
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
and Xh(λu, y/η) is logarithmically decreasing
with y for any η. Since Auu
(
ηyu,λu, cu
)
is independent of y for fixed η, this constraint
is also solely imposed on the weight matrices along the hierarchy S(λu).
The above constraints can be used to develop empirical models for the weight matrices
without explicitly studying the nonlinear terms in the NSE. Identifying the scaling of the
interaction coefficient between the resolvent modes represents an important step towards
explicit determination of the weight matrices, as discussed in § 4. Direct computation of
the weight matrices from the nonlinear terms is a subject of ongoing research.
6. Summary and conclusions
We formulated a framework for analytical developments in the logarithmic region of
wall-bounded turbulent flows. The basic elements of this model are the self-similar resol-
vent modes that are governed by the linear amplification mechanisms in the NSE. The
resolvent formulation allows for reduction in complexity of the analysis by deconstructing
the flow into propagating modes whose dynamics in response to the nonlinearity can be in-
dividually studied. An important property of the resolvent modes is that their Reynolds
number scaling and geometric self-similarity are known. The self-similar scalings were
used to express the energy intensities, the Reynolds stresses, and the energy budget in
terms of the resolvent modes with speeds corresponding to the top of the logarithmic
region. In addition, we showed that the interaction coefficient for triadically-consistent
resolvent modes in the log region follows an exponential function. This represents a sig-
nificant step towards the explicit calculation of the resolvent weights which would offer a
closed model of the fluctuations in this region. These findings can be combined to better
understand the dynamics and interaction of flow structures in the logarithmic region.
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6.1. Implications of the self-similar scalings
Self-similarity can be used to yield order reduction of the models in the logarithmic
region. This is because any resolvent mode with cl′ < c < cu and λx/λz > γ can be
obtained from the largest mode in the corresponding hierarchy, i.e. the mode with speed
cu, cf. (2.6) and (2.7). Once the largest resolvent modes are computed, we readily have
all the resolvent modes with speeds in the logarithmic region. This property was used to
obtain the following results:
• The contribution of any self-similar hierarchy to the time-averaged energy inten-
sity or Reynolds stress at the wall-normal location y can be obtained from a weighted
integral of the energy density of the largest mode in that hierarchy from y to yyu/yl′ ,
cf. (2.13), (2.15), and (2.16).
• The contribution of the self-similar modes to the two-dimensional energy spectrum
at the wall-normal location y and wavelengths λ can be obtained from a weighted inte-
gral of the energy densities of a the largest modes in the hierarchies that pass through
the modes with cl′ < c < cu and λ, cf. (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20).
• The interaction coefficient for any triadically-consistent set of modes with cl′ < c <
cu and λx/λz > γ can be obtained from the largest mode in the corresponding self-similar
hierarchy, i.e. the mode with c = cu, cf. (4.5).
We provided an analytical support for Townsend’s attached-eddy model by showing
that the NSE admit self-similar resolvent modes. The wall-normal and spanwise scaling
of the modes is the same as the attached eddies. It was also argued that the difference
in the streamwise scaling of the self-similar modes and the attached eddies does not
contradict Townsend’s hypothesis. In addition, it was shown that the attached hairpin-
like structures arise naturally in the log region since they are the dominant type of motion
in this region. The proposed model-based formulation of the self-similar dynamics is
expected to enable development of dynamically significant reduced-order models in the
logarithmic region. It can also furnish a better understanding of the self-similar vortex
clusters in the logarithmic region (del A´lamo et al. 2006), the cascade of turbulent flux in
the inertial subrange (Hoyas & Jime´nez 2008), and the self-similar mean dynamics (Fife
et al. 2005; Klewicki et al. 2009; Klewicki 2013).
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Appendix A. Edge effects
In this section, we discuss the modes with speeds close to the edges of the logarithmic
region, cl and cu, and the modes that do not satisfy the aspect-ratio constraint. Owing to
locality of singular functions around the critical layer, the modes with speeds cl  c cu
are only affected by the logarithmic part of the mean velocity. However, the modes with
speeds close to the edges of the logarithmic region may be affected by non-logarithmic
parts of the mean velocity.
Figure 15 shows the principal response modes in the hierarchies h1, h2, and h3 for
speeds cl ≤ c ≤ cu, i.e. yl ≤ yc ≤ yu, and Reτ = 104, cf. figure 2. The modes are normal-
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Figure 15. The normalized and scaled (according to table 1) principal streamwise, (a)-(c),
wall-normal, (d)-(f), and spanwise, (g)-(i), responses for the modes that belong to the hierarchies
h1, (a,d,g), h2, (b,e,h), and h3, (c,f,i) in figure 2. The arrows show the direction of increasing yc
between y+c = 100 and yc = 0.1.
ized and scaled according to the scalings of the self-similar class in table 1. The arrows
show the direction of increasing yc. Figures 15(b), 15(e), and 15(h) show the modes corre-
sponding to the hierarchy h2. We see that the scaled streamwise and spanwise velocities
lie on the top of each other and the scaled wall-normal velocities are approximately equal.
The wall-normal velocities are wider in the wall-normal direction and as yc increases, they
are affected by the symmetry constraints at the center of the channel.
Figures 15(c), 15(f), and 15(i) show the modes for the hierarchy h3. The streamwise
velocities approximately lie on the top of each other and the edge effects for large yc
are small. On the other hand, the wall-normal and spanwise velocities are less localized
in the wall-normal direction; for example, the bulk of the wall-normal velocity moves
outside the upper edge of the logarithmic region for large values of yc. Therefore, the
self-similarity is weaker for the wall-normal and spanwise velocities.
Figures 15(a), 15(d), and 15(g) show the modes corresponding to the hierarchy h1. The
streamwise wavelengths of the modes in this hierarchy are smaller than the other three
hierarchies. Therefore, they are more localized in the wall-normal direction and are less
affected by the edge effects. We see that the modes with large yc collapse on each other
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in contrast to the modes with small yc. This is because the aspect ratio of the latter
modes falls below the threshold γ, cf. figure 2, and the self-similarity does not hold.
Appendix B. Derivation of the energy budget
Any resolvent mode with parameters κx, κz, c, and ω = cκx satisfies the NSE given
in (1.3)
−iωuˆ + iκxUuˆ + U ′vˆ + iκxpˆ + (1/Reτ )(κ2uˆ− uˆ′′) = fˆ1,
−iωvˆ + iκxUvˆ + pˆ′ + (1/Reτ )(κ2vˆ − vˆ′′) = fˆ2,
−iωwˆ + iκxUwˆ + iκz pˆ + (1/Reτ )(κ2wˆ − wˆ′′) = fˆ3,
∇ · uˆ = 0.
(B 1)
The inner product of both sides of (B 1) with the complex conjugate resolvent mode u∗
with parameters −κx, −κz, c, and ω = cκx yields
iκx(U − c)(uˆuˆ + vˆvˆ + wˆwˆ) + U ′uˆvˆ + (iκxuˆpˆ + vˆpˆ′ + iκzwˆpˆ) +
(1/Reτ )
(
κ2(uˆuˆ + vˆvˆ + wˆwˆ) − (uˆuˆ′′ + vˆvˆ′′ + wˆwˆ′′)) = uˆfˆ1 + vˆfˆ2 + wˆfˆ3. (B 2)
Since the mode u∗ satisfies the continuity equation, we have
iκxuˆpˆ + vˆpˆ
′ + iκzwˆpˆ = (vˆpˆ)′ − p(−iκxuˆ + vˆ′ − iκzwˆ) = (vˆpˆ)′. (B 3)
In addition,
uˆuˆ′′ + vˆvˆ′′ + wˆwˆ′′ = (uˆuˆ′ + vˆvˆ′ + wˆwˆ′)′ − (uˆ′uˆ′ + vˆ′vˆ′ + wˆ′wˆ′). (B 4)
Substituting (B 3) and (B 4) in (B 2) yields
iκx(U − c)uˆ∗uˆ + U ′uˆvˆ + (vˆpˆ)′ + (1/Reτ )
(
κ2uˆ∗uˆ − (uˆ∗uˆ′)′ + uˆ′∗uˆ′) = uˆ∗fˆ . (B 5)
Integrating (B 5) from between the two walls and using the no-slip condition results in
iκx
∫ 2
0
(U − c)uˆ∗uˆ dy +
∫ 2
0
U ′uˆvˆ dy + (1/Reτ )
∫ 2
0
(
κ2uˆ∗uˆ + uˆ′∗uˆ′
)
dy =
∫ 2
0
uˆ∗fˆ dy.
(B 6)
Notice that the first term in (B 6) is purely imaginary and the third term is purely real.
After including the modes across all four quadrants (±κx, ±κz, and c), only the real part
of (B 6) survives which yields the energy budget equation given in (2.21) and (2.22). No
physical effect could be attributed to the imaginary part of (B 6).
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Appendix C. Details of the interaction coefficient
Substituting the nonlinear forcing term from (4.1) in (1.6) yields (4.3) where
Nlij(λ, c,λ′, c′) = −
(2pi
λ′x
)2 2pi
|λ′z|
σi(λ
′, c′)σj(λ′′, c′′)
∫ 2
0
{
fˆ1l(y,λ, c)
((
uˆi(y,λ
′, c′) vˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)
)′
+
i2pi uˆi(y,λ
′, c′)
(
uˆj(y,λ
′′, c′′)/λx + wˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)/λz
))
+
fˆ2l(y,λ, c)
((
vˆi(y,λ
′, c′) vˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)
)′
+
i2pi vˆi(y,λ
′, c′)
(
uˆj(y,λ
′′, c′′)/λx + wˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)/λz
))
+
fˆ3l(y,λ, c)
((
wˆi(y,λ
′, c′) vˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)
)′
+
i2pi wˆi(y,λ
′, c′)
(
uˆj(y,λ
′′, c′′)/λx + wˆj(y,λ′′, c′′)/λz
))}
dy.
(C 1)
Appendix D. Derivation of the scaling of the interaction coefficient
For a set of triadically-consistent modes in the self-similar hierarchies, notice that
yu/yc = e
κ(cu−c), yc/yc′ = eκ(c−c
′), yc/yc′′ = e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
.
Substituting the interaction coefficient from (C 1) in (4.3) and defining
y˜ = yyu/yc,
yields (4.4) where
Mlij(λu,λ′u, c′ − c) = e(3.5−1.5
λx
λx+λ′x
)κ(c−c′) ( 2pi
λ′x,u
)2 2pi
|λ′z,u|
σi(λ
′
u, cu)σj(λ
′′
u, cu)
∫ 2
0
{
(
eκ(c
′−c) fˆ1l(y˜,λu, cu)
(
uˆi(y˜e
κ(c−c′),λ′u, cu) vˆj(y˜e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
,λ′′u, cu)
)′
+
fˆ2l(y˜,λu, cu)
(
vˆi(y˜e
κ(c−c′),λ′u, cu) vˆj(y˜e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
,λ′′u, cu)
)′
+
fˆ3l(y˜,λu, cu)
(
wˆi(y˜e
κ(c−c′),λu, cu) vˆj(y˜e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
,λ′′u, cu)
)′)
+
i2pi
(
e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c′−c)
uˆj(y˜e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
,λ′′u, cu)/λx,u + wˆj(y˜e
κλx
λx+λ′x
(c−c′)
,λ′′u, cu)/λz,u
)(
eκ(c
′−c) fˆ1l(y˜,λu, cu) uˆi(y˜eκ(c−c
′),λ′u, cu) + fˆ2l(y˜,λu, cu) vˆi(y˜e
κ(c−c′),λ′u, cu) +
fˆ3l(y˜,λu, cu) wˆi(y˜e
κ(c−c′),λ′u, cu)
)}
dy˜.
(D 1)
Notice that all the terms in (D 1), including
λx
λx + λ′x
=
1
1 + λ′x/λx
=
1
1 + (λ′x,u/λx,u)e2κ(c
′−c) ,
can be expressed in terms of λu, λ
′
u, and c
′ − c.
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